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Collision Dynamics and Transition Probabilities for Vibrationally Excited OH

Vibrationally excited OH is a significant source of infrared emission in the upper atmosphere. Modeling the nonequilibrium processes responsible for the emission between vibrational levels in the ground state (called the Meinel bands) requires values for absolute transition probabilities and vibrational energy transfer rate constants for OH. However, the accuracy of currently available information is questionable. Most experimental studies have used the Meinel band emission itself to measure these quantities, with limited success. This report describes the development of a new laser-induced fluorescence method for detecting high-lying vibrational levels of OH. This sensitive and selective method employing excitation via the $B \rightarrow \Sigma^+$-$X \Pi$ electronic transition can be used to study vibrational energy transfer rate constants and mechanisms in the high vibrational levels of ground-state OH. Experiments are described that test theoretical calculations of the relative magnitude of transitions from the B state to high vibrational levels of the A and X states and examine the applicability of B-X laser-induced fluorescence as a diagnostic method.
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INTRODUCTION

Understanding the chemical and physical characteristics of the earth's atmosphere requires input from a variety of sources. Field measurements, theoretical calculations, atmospheric modeling, and laboratory studies all supply information to increase our knowledge of this complicated system. In this report, we describe laboratory measurements on vibrationally excited ground-state hydroxyl radical (OH*) that will aid in the characterization of this important atmospheric species. Emission from OH* is a significant component of the nightglow. Vibrational band transition probabilities and vibrational energy transfer (VET) rate constants are needed to model the emission and relate it to the underlying physical and chemical processes. The experiments described below are the first step in measuring the required input data, the development of sensitive and state-selective diagnostic methods for detection of OH*.

The vibrational band transition probabilities and VET rate constants have been studied extensively; however, inconsistencies and disagreements abound. Both the importance to atmospheric phenomena and the earlier measurements of these values are described below. Rather than proceeding along the same experimental line as earlier studies, we chose to develop a new laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) diagnostic technique to apply to the OH system. Our experiments on $B^2Σ^+ - X^2Π_l$ LIF show that this new approach will prove successful. Results of this investigation test theoretical calculations, increase our understanding of higher lying electronic states of OH, and characterize the advantages and disadvantages of the new method.
BACKGROUND

ATMOSPHERIC STUDIES

The OH Meinel bands are a major component of infrared and near infrared light emitted by the earth's atmosphere between 75 and 105 km in the upper mesosphere, mesopause, and lower thermosphere at night.\(^1\) OH emission occurs at slightly lower altitudes during the day.\(^1\) The reaction of hydrogen atoms with ozone is the primary source of this emission; however, several alternative reactions have been hypothesized to explain the observed distribution of the emission over the various ground-state vibrational levels.\(^2\)

The emission is used to remotely measure the temperature of the mesosphere,\(^3\) infer concentration of other minor species,\(^7\)\(^8\) and monitor the propagation of gravity waves and other atmospheric phenomena through this region.\(^9\)\(^-\)\(^12\) The rotational distribution, the absolute intensity, and the vibrational distribution all reveal information on the upper atmosphere.

LABORATORY AND THEORETICAL STUDIES

The vibrational band transition probabilities and the collisional energy transfer of the OH\(^*\) in the ground electronic state are very important to the atmospheric modeling; however, disagreement in the values in the current literature makes conclusions drawn from these suspect. In this section, we will briefly summarize the available literature in both general areas.

Recently, two groups have published results on the dipole moment function in the ground state. These include a theoretical investigation by Warner et al.\(^13\)\(^14\) and an empirical parameterization using the available Meinel band intensity data of Turnbull and Lowe.\(^15\) The theoretical dipole moment function has been used to calculate tables of rotational-transition-specific lifetimes\(^14\) for many vibrational transitions in a manner similar to that initially presented in the classic work by Mies.\(^16\) For a complete discussion of the differences in the values, consult the recent manuscript by Turnbull and Lowe.\(^15\) In summary, the theoretical results and the results obtained from experiments disagree significantly in several of the transitions that are important in the upper atmosphere. The empirical dipole moment function is based on the best currently available spectroscopic data
on the relative magnitude of the vibrational band in the visible and the near infrared; however, experiments often disagree, and calibration over the entire wavelength region is difficult. The theoretical dipole moment function also relies on an experimental measurement\(^1\) of the dipole moment of \( v = 0 \) and shifts the results of the calculation slightly to make it agree.\(^1\) Which determination is the most accurate is still an open question, and further work in this area is needed.

The collisional energy transfer of OH* is as poorly understood as the transition probabilities, perhaps even more so. The experiments can be conveniently divided into those performed on high vibrational levels and those on low vibrational levels. Several groups (including our group) have measured the vibrational relaxation of the \( v = 1 \) and \( 2 \) levels of OH for a wide variety of collision partners.\(^{18-25}\) The results are in relatively good agreement; where comparison is available, they vary by no more than a factor of two. For such diverse experiments this result is considered good agreement in the area of energy transfer. These lower vibrational levels are significantly easier to access than higher vibrational levels.

Chronologically the first experiments on OH vibrational dynamics were performed by Worley et al.\(^{26}\) in 1972 and Streit and Johnson\(^{27}\) in 1976 on high vibrational levels. They used the reaction of \( H + O_3 \) to generate the vibrationally excited OH. These pioneering experiments in the new field of vibrational energy transfer were subject to a fatal flaw. The inherent experimental difficulty was confirmed recently in two independent studies by Finlayson-Pitts et al.\(^{28}\) and Greenblatt and Weisenfeld.\(^{29}\) The complication is that the rate of the \( H + O_3 \) reaction, which produced OH in the \( v = 9 \) vibrational level, was slower than the rate of vibrational energy transfer that followed. Therefore, the simple kinetic analysis used in the previous studies was actually inapplicable. Because of this complication, the energy transfer measurements are probably in considerable error. A recent measurement\(^{29}\) of the OH (\( v = 9 \)) transfer rate by \( O_3 \) yields a value 20 times larger than that of the earlier studies. Eliminating the early data, we have few absolute measurements of the collisional removal rates. Finlayson-Pitts et al.\(^{28}\) measured relative relaxation rates for \( v = 9 \) for the quenchers \( O_2, CO_2, \) and \( N_2 \). The gap between the low \( v \) and high \( v \) has not been studied in detail. Absolute measurements are still needed for the high levels. The discharge flow methods used in Refs. 26 through 28 cannot unambiguously provide the needed state-to-state dynamic information.
EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH

Our experimental approach can be conveniently subdivided into two sections. The first describes methods for producing the OH*, and the second describes the detection method itself. Both successful and unsuccessful attempts are outlined.

PRODUCTION OF OH*

OH in the upper atmosphere is in vibrational levels up to and including \( v = 9 \), which is over 25,000 cm\(^{-1}\) above the ground vibrational level. Clearly, thermal production of these levels is not feasible even in the high temperature environment of flames.\(^{30}\) For accessing levels up to \( v = 9 \), reaction methods appear the most promising. The same reaction, hydrogen atoms plus ozone, that generates OH* in the earth's atmosphere can be used in the laboratory to generate OH in vibrational levels up to \( v = 9 \). Another complex reaction method involving oxygen atoms plus propylene (C\(_3\)H\(_6\)) also produces OH* up to \( v = 10 \), mostly likely through the fundamental reaction step, O + HCO.\(^{31}\) The latter method was attempted initially because we had a stainless steel flow cell whose geometry and construction materials were not conducive to use with ozone.

Oxygen atoms were generated by a microwave discharge through an O\(_2\) and helium mixture or pure O\(_2\). Downstream from the discharge in the flow cell we added propylene. Using this method, we observed Meinel band emission from OH* between about 600 and 900 nm. Figure 1 is the chemiluminescence downstream of a 0.5-Torr pure O\(_2\) discharge at 6 W input power with a trace of added C\(_3\)H\(_6\). The emission was collected by a two-lens optical system, dispersed by a 0.3-m monochromator, and detected by a cooled red-sensitive photomultiplier tube (RCA 31034). The output of the photomultiplier was measured with a logarithmic picoammeter and recorded in a computer. The computer also scanned the monochromator. Features in the spectrum can be attributed to OH(X\(2\Pi_i\)) vibrational levels up to \( v = 8 \), with the strongest being assigned to \( v' = 5 \) and 6. In addition to the OH Meinel band features, a high intensity O\(_2\) band was observed along with two O atom lines (labeled in Figure 1). We maximized the emission from the (6,2) vibrational band by adjusting the relative flows of the gases, total pressure, and distance to the propylene injector. Figure 1 shows the data under conditions close to optimum.
Figure 1. Chemiluminescence downstream of an oxygen discharge with added propylene. Most features are due to OH* emission. Signals are also observed from electronically excited oxygen atoms and molecules.
Butylenes gave signals comparable to those for propylene, while ethylene gave significantly less vibrationally excited OH signals.

After assembly and construction of a suitable flow cell, we used the reaction of $H + O_3$ to generate high concentrations of OH*. The H atoms were generated by passing He or Ar with a small seeding of $H_2$ through a microwave discharge delivering about 30 W. A small flow of ozone in He or Ar was injected just above the observation region. Under all conditions helium and argon carrier gas was in excess. The ozone was generated before the experiments with a commercial ozonizer and stored on silica gel at 195 K. Again the production of OH* was maximized by observing Meinel band emission in the visible spectrum by using a red-sensitive photomultiplier tube. A sample spectrum of the emission dispersed by a monochromator is shown in Figure 2. We observed strong signals from ground-state vibrational levels ranging from $v = 5$ to 9.

As can be seen from a comparison of the signal-to-noise ratio on the spectra in Figures 1 and 2, more OH* is generated by the $H + O_3$ reaction. We estimate almost a factor of 100 difference. Such comparisons depend on many different parameters, for example differences in the flow cell and flow conditions; therefore, a detailed comparison was not made. We believe the $H + O_3$ reaction generates significantly more OH, and it was the only source for which we observed LIF signals.

DETECTION OF OH*

High-lying vibrational levels in the ground state of OH can be detected by means of the $B^2\Sigma^+ - X^2\Pi$, electronic transition. A recent theoretical calculation by Langhoff et al.\textsuperscript{32} indicates this excitation is feasible with new laser technology. Figure 3 shows the potential energy curves for the $X^2\Pi$, $A^2\Sigma^+$, $B^2\Sigma^+$, and $C^2\Pi$ electronic states of OH. The curves, constructed from the data in Ref. 32, show that the equilibrium bond lengths for the lowest lying vibrational states of the X and A states are very different from those for the B and C states. Interestingly, the B state has a very shallow potential well containing only two vibrational levels. Because of the Franck-Condon principle, the only strong transitions to the B state are from high-lying vibrational levels of the ground state and the A state. The B-A transition has been observed in discharges in $H_2O$; however, until this investigation, the B-X transition had not been seen. In Figure 3, the dashed line shows the excitation by means of the B-X (0,8) vibrational band, and the solid lines show that the B $v' = 0$ state will fluoresce to several levels in the A state at longer wavelengths. This situation is ideal for LIF detection; a weak transition is excited with a powerful laser, and a strong fluorescence transition in a very different wavelength region is monitored.
Figure 2. OH* Chemiluminescence from the reaction of H + O₃ in a discharge flow cell. Each vibrational band is labeled near the corresponding R head feature.
Figure 3. OH potential energy curves for the four lowest doublet states. The dashed line shows excitation via the $B^2 \Sigma^+ - X^2 \Pi_1$ (0,8) band near 226 nm, while the solid lines illustrate the strong fluorescence to the A state.
Problems with scattered light or a need to look near the excitation laser wavelength are minimized.

Appendix A is a preprint of a manuscript describing the experimental procedure for B-X LIF detection is described in detail. The experimental approach is only outlined briefly here. Light between 210 and 230 nm from a frequency-doubled excimer-pumped dye laser was used to excite the OH molecules from the ground electronic state to the B state. A β-barium borate doubling crystal was used to frequency-double the light, generating about 1 mJ. We separated the doubled light from the fundamental with a Pellin-Broca prism and directed the beam through the flow cell with dichroic mirrors. The cell was designed so we could observe the fluorescence from two sides. On one side we used a two-lens system and imaged the fluorescence onto a slit of a 0.3-m monochromator, and on the other we used a lens and several colored glass and interference filters to select a region of the visible spectrum. When the monochromator was scanned, the second side could be used to monitor the total signal and thereby to account for drifts in the laser power, laser wavelength, and OH production source. Figure 1 of Appendix A shows an excitation spectrum taken by scanning the laser from 224.8 to 225.8 nm of the previously unobserved (0,8) vibrational band of the B-X system. The B-A fluorescence near 500 nm in the (0,7) band was monitored. The signal was very large and yielded a good signal-to-noise ratio. We were able to excite (0,8), (1,8), and (0,9) vibrational bands in the B-X electronic system. We attempted to look for the OH (0,10) band, but no signals were observed. Other vibrational bands could be excited, but because they would not provide any new spectroscopic information so they were not investigated in this study. The positions for all the rotational lines could be calculated from the available spectroscopic constants. No new spectroscopic information on line position and constants was obtained from the data.

The experiments described above were successful because a significant amount of OH* was produced in the reaction of H + O₃ and the laser pulse energy was about 1 mJ near 225 nm with a 100-Hz repetition rate. Earlier in the project, we unsuccessfully attempted to detect the OH* with a laser that had a factor of 10 less power and a repetition rate 10 times slower. This attempt was made using the much less efficient O + C₃H₈ source. During these experiments we could not see B-X LIF signal. At the same time and with the same source, we attempted an alternative method of detection of OH*. Briefly, we tried to excite the OH v = 9 molecules to the v = 13 level by using an infrared photon. According to theoretical calculations, this transition is very strong and could be saturated with the available pulsed Raman-shifted output of a Nd-YAG pumped dye laser. The
infrared method would rely on efficient transfer of vibrational to electronic energy, from \( v = 13 \) to the \( \text{A}^2\Sigma^+ \) electronic state (\( v = 13 \) lies slightly higher in energy than \( v = 0 \) of the \( \text{A} \) state). All the vibrational levels directly populated by the reaction \( \text{H} + \text{O}_3 \) do not have enough energy to reach the \( \text{A} \) electronic state. We expected little background light near the \( \text{A}-\text{X} \) band of OH. If ultraviolet fluorescence was observed, we would obtain both population information on \( v = 9 \) and total relaxation information on \( v = 13 \). Unfortunately, the vibrational levels above \( v = 10 \) have never been observed spectroscopically and the energy transfer process, though judged feasible from basic principles and our knowledge of \( \text{A} \) state collisional quenching, is heretofore uncharacterized. Experimental values for the spectroscopic constants of \( v = 9 \) and estimates of the values for \( v = 13 \) were used to predict the absolute wavelength position and rotational structure of the band.

Before these experiments, we had hoped the OH production source would be relatively "dark" in the region of the \( \text{A}-\text{X} \) electronic transition in OH. However, after examination of the discharge that gave significant Meinel band emission, we observed a large amount of light corresponding to \( \text{A}-\text{X} \) OH emission. Preliminary results of analysis of its strength relative to that of the Meinel emission indicate that this \( \text{A}-\text{X} \) emission was due to the energy pooling collision of two vibrationally excited OH molecules. The \( \text{A}-\text{X} \) emission increased more than linearly with the Meinel band emission intensity. This result limited our detection sensitivity and increased the noise. Both with this production source and the \( \text{H} + \text{O}_3 \) reaction, the \( \text{A}-\text{X} \) emission is strong when the OH* emission is strong.

Briefly, the Raman-shifted output of the dye laser, with about 0.5 to 2.0 mJ per pulse, was used to excite the OH*. While scanning the wavelength between about 1.35 and 1.45 \( \mu \text{m} \), we observed no enhancement in the \( \text{A}-\text{X} \) signal after the laser pulse. We examined different discharge conditions, added efficient collision partners for vibrational energy transfer, and scanned over a wide wavelength region, but we observed no signal. With a more intense source of OH* like \( \text{H} + \text{O}_3 \) these experiments might work, but they were never attempted. This method might provide a useful method of looking at the dynamics of higher levels, but with the development of the \( \text{B}-\text{X} \) method, it is less important.
RESULTS

Spectroscopic information must be extracted before B-X LIF is used as a quantitative diagnostic of high vibrational levels. We obtained values for the relative vibrational band transition strengths in the B-A and B-X transitions, the fluorescence lifetimes of the B state, and the behavior of the B state during collisions. These measurements also provide a stringent test of theoretical calculations on the OH radical.

RELATIVE VIBRATIONAL BAND TRANSITION PROBABILITIES

The vibrational band transition probability measurements are described in detail in Appendix A and only will be briefly described here. In the experiment, we dispersed the fluorescence and measured the relative intensity of the vibrational bands of the B-A electronic transition for the two bound vibrational levels of the B state. Figure 2 of Appendix A shows the fluorescence spectra from both $v = 0$ and 1 corrected for the monochromator response. The fraction of the total fluorescence from a given vibrational level in the B state into each vibrational level of the A state is presented in Table 1 of Appendix A. A direct comparison to a theoretical calculation of Langhoff et al.\(^3\)\(^2\) is also presented in that table. The theoretical and experimental results are in good agreement. Most of the band strengths agree within 10%, which is less than the experimental error and much less than the combined precision of such an experiment and the expected uncertainty in the calculation. Our measurements are also in reasonable agreement with previous experimental studies of the strong bands from B $v' = 0$ found in Refs. 33 and 35.

We also observed fluorescence from the B-X (0,9) and (0,10) vibrational bands. Figure 3 of Appendix A shows a fluorescence spectrum in the region of the B-X (0,10) and B-A (0,3) bands obtained by exciting the B-X (0,8) band. From these data, we can extract the first experimental information on the relative strengths of the B-A and B-X transitions. The result is a ratio, $I[B-A (0,3)]/I[B-X (0,10)] = 1.6 \pm 0.5$. The B-X transition is much weaker than the B-A transition, as evidenced by the comparable intensities of the (0,10) band of the B-X transition, which is one of the stronger bands in this transition and the very weak (0,3) band of B-A (see Figure 3 and Table 1 of Appendix A). The total emission transition probability into all vibrational levels is computed\(^3\)\(^2\) to be about a factor of 17 higher for B-A than for B-X, but in the latter system the transitions are
spread over a larger number of bands, so a strong B-X band is about a hundredfold weaker than a strong B-A band. The above ratio can be compared to the theoretical result of 0.5. Theoretical results for this ratio differ from the experimental values by more than the error bars. This large difference may be due to the difficulty of calculating a realistic empirical potential for high vibrational levels \( v \geq 10 \) of OH, \( X^2\Pi_i \) (see Figure 1 in Ref. 32) and the proximity of the electronic transition moment of B-X to its zero crossing in this region. Calculations of these weak transitions are difficult and involve the relative magnitude of two different electronic transition moments.

**FLUORESCENCE LIFETIMES OF B STATE**

The fluorescence lifetime of the B state has been the subject of disagreement in the literature. The only experimental measurement by Bergeman et al.\(^{35}\) extracted values of 2000 ± 700 ns for \( v' = 0 \) and 3000 ± 1000 ns for \( v' = 1 \). Theoretical calculations\(^{32}\) that agree well for the relative vibrational band transition probabilities of the B-A transition produce values of 300 ± 70 ns for \( v' = 0 \) and 510 ± 100 ns for \( v' = 1 \). The values disagree by more than a factor of 5. The experimental study of Bergeman et al.\(^{35}\) used an electron beam through water vapor to generate electronically excited OH and was not a direct measurement. With our technique of laser excitation, we can record the time evolution after excitation of a single vibrational and rotational level of the B state as a function of pressure and thereby extract the fluorescence lifetimes in a straightforward manner.

To obtain accurate fluorescence lifetimes, we monitored fluorescence from an entire vibrational band of the B-A electronic transition by using a filtered phototube. For \( v' = 0 \) we monitored the (0,7) band, and for \( v' = 1 \) we selected the (1,9) band. The amplified output of the photomultiplier was captured by a transient digitizer to record the time evolution of the laser-induced fluorescence from the B state. Figure 4 shows two typical signals. The boxes and triangles are the experimental data points taken every 10 ns, and the solid line is the best fit single exponential to the time decay from 90% to 10% of the peak value. The fluorescence decays seem adequately represented by a single exponential even though (as will be shown) below the data are actually composed of several exponentials of similar magnitude. Both traces were obtained under identical discharge conditions that excited either the \( P_1(3) \) transition (upper trace) or the \( P_2(1)' \) transition (lower trace) of the B-X (0,8) band. The fluorescence from both states decays rapidly, with the \( J' = 2.5, N' = 2 \) state fluorescence (upper trace) decaying about twice as fast as that from the \( J' = 0.5, N' = 0 \) state (lower trace).
Figure 4. Time evolution of the B-X LIF signal after excitation of two different rotational levels in \( \text{OH} (B^2 \Sigma^+, v'=0) \).

The boxes and triangles are the experimental data, and the solid line is the best fit single exponential between 90% and 10% of the peak value.
Before further discussion of the pressure dependence of the temporal evolution of the LIF signals, a brief discussion of the fine structure of the B state is needed to understand the experiments and results. The B state has no orbital angular momentum but does have an unpaired electron that gives it a spin of 1/2. Therefore, all rotational levels with the rotational quantum number N greater than zero are doubled by the two possible orientations of the spin with respect to the rotational angular momentum. These are labeled the F_1 and F_2 components and are very close in energy. In the A state, the F_2 component is at slightly lower energy for a given N. The sign of the spin-rotation coefficient in the B state is as yet undetermined, so the relative position of the two states is unknown. Often these two levels can have different fluorescence lifetimes as a result of coupling with a predissociating state, as is described below. Depending on the P, Q, or R branch excited, either a mixture of both F_1 and F_2 levels or pure F_1 and F_2 levels are populated. The fraction of either the F_1 or F_2 level excited for a rotational transition can be calculated from the spectroscopic constants if the laser power is not high enough to saturate the transition.

Several control experiments had to be performed before we could study the pressure dependence of the LIF. Initially, we had to determine if the residual gases and species from the production of the OH* had any effect on the time-dependent signals. A series of experiments was conducted in which the partial pressure of H_2 in the cell was varied by more than an order of magnitude (from about 10 to 200 mTorr) to determine its effect on the measured time decay. Over the range of H_2 partial pressures investigated, the decay constant increased by only 10%. We always operate at a H_2 partial pressure less than 25 mTorr which makes a negligible contribution to the lifetime. A similar series of experiments was performed to determine the effect of the O_3 partial pressure. In this set of experiments, the total pressure of the cell was maintained at ~500 mTorr by adjusting the flow of buffer gas through the discharge. This adjustment was required because the O_3 was added to the cell in a flow of the same buffer gas. In these experiments, the Ar/O_3 flow was varied by more than an order of magnitude, and there was a 10% increase in the range of values we obtained for the decay constant. These experiments show that the minor components of the total gas mixture do not contribute to the time dependence at the level of the uncertainty of the measurements.

Figure 5 summarizes the pressure dependence of the fluorescence decay constants for F_1 levels with N' = 0, 1, and 2 with helium as the collider. From the intercept to a first approximation, we can obtain the fluorescence lifetime, and from the slope, we obtain collisional energy transfer information. As can be seen in Figure 5, both the slopes and the
Figure 5. Plot of the decay constant for LIF after excitation of different rotational levels in OH($B^2 \Sigma^+, \nu' = 0, F_1$) versus the helium pressure.
intercepts of the lines are different depending on the excited rotational level. The different values for the intercept of the different rotational levels indicate a previously unobserved predissociation of this state. The preliminary fluorescence lifetimes (i.e., the inverse of the intercept) are given in Table 1. We will discuss the accuracy of this measurement below. The uncertainties given in Table 1 are two standard deviations from the unweighted fit of the decay constants by the method of linear least squares.

Because of overlaps in the excitation spectrum in the B-X(0,8) band, we could not excite only the F_2 component of the low rotational levels in ν = 0. We could only populate these levels by using transitions that also excite the F_1 component. Exciting these overlapping transitions clearly showed that the F_2 component for the same N is much longer lived than the corresponding F_1 component. Extraction of the fluorescence lifetime for the F_2 component from an overlapped excitation feature requires a more complicated analysis. For this analysis, we have applied two methods, a complete kinetic simulation, as described below, and a simple subtraction method outlined here. From the spectroscopic constants for the transition in question, we can calculate the relative amounts of the F_1 and F_2 components we excite in the overlapped feature. For example, for the overlapping Q_1(1) and Q_P_2(1) transitions, we excite 55% F_1 and 45% F_2 of the same N' in the excited state. We also know the time dependence of the F_1 component from direct excitation. We take the initial amplitude at the time of the laser pulse and subtract the relative amplitude of the F_1 contribution with its corresponding single exponential decay from the total signal. We fit the remaining amplitude from 90% to 10% of the peak as described above and attribute that to the F_2 component. The decay constant is then plotted as a function of collider pressure exactly as before, with the intercept giving information on the fluorescence lifetime. This approach gives the values for the F_2 component given in Table 1. Several approximations go into this extraction; we have attempted to determine these approximations by using a kinetic model, described below.

We examined the v' = 0 level by using both helium and argon as the primary buffer gas. In all cases, we obtained measurements that agree within the respective errors. Figure 6 shows the data after excitation of J' = 0.5, N' = 0 for both Ar and He collider. The lines have different slopes, which indicate different rate constants for the collisional processes but very similar intercepts. These results show directly that Ar is more efficient than He in rotational energy transfer (RET) in the B state of OH. Figure 1 of Appendix B shows the data after excitation of v' = 0 and v' = 1 with the same rotational quantum number. The slopes are similar but the intercepts are different, with the v' = 0 level being longer lived than the v' = 1 vibrational level. In v' = 1, N' = 2 we could excite only F_1 and F_2 levels;
Table 1. Fluorescence lifetimes of OH($B^2\Sigma^+$) extracted from the intercept of plots of fluorescence decay constant versus pressure.$^a$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$v' = 0$</th>
<th></th>
<th>$v' = 1$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$F_1$</td>
<td>$F_2^b$</td>
<td>$F_1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N = 0$</td>
<td>102 ± 7</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>71 ± 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N = 1$</td>
<td>60 ± 3</td>
<td>108 ± 24</td>
<td>37 ± 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N = 2$</td>
<td>27 ± 2</td>
<td>67 ± 9</td>
<td>15 ± 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$Units of nanoseconds. Errors are the statistical two standard deviations of the best linear fit to decay constant data.

$^b$F2 values are obtained from simultaneous excitation of $F_1$ and $F_2$ components.
Figure 6. Plot of the decay constant versus rare gas pressure.  
The \( v' = 0, N' = 0, F_1 \) level in the \( B^2 \Sigma^+ \) state was excited.
we observed that the $F_2$ levels for a given $N$ are significantly longer lived than the corresponding $F_1$ levels (Figure 7).

The accuracy of the fluorescence lifetimes is difficult to assess without some knowledge of the collisional energy transfer processes that are occurring. We must examine the pressure dependence and see what is responsible for the very different slopes of the lines for different rotational levels in Figure 5. In the $v' = 0$ level of the B state, two basic energy transfer processes can occur in collisions of the excited OH with He: The OH molecules could be removed from the excited electronic state either to a lower lying state of OH or through direct collision-induced dissociation. In direct collision-induced dissociation, the B-state OH collides with the He and exits via a repulsive surface. The OH molecules could also undergo rotational energy transfer (RET) within the $v' = 0$ level of the B state. Under most circumstances, such RET collisions do not result in an increase in the decay constant (the time dependence) of the LIF signal. However, if that state predissociates more rapidly than the initial state, the time dependence of the fluorescence is shortened. Also, if the level is shorter lived than the surrounding rotational levels, then increasing the pressure of the collider gas will have little effect on the time decay and may in some cases make the fluorescence longer lived (see $N' = 2$ in Figure 5). Which process is occurring in the B state of OH? Clearly, from Figure 5, the slopes of the lines change markedly with $N'$. The slope of the line that can be described as a phenomenological rate constant decreases with increasing $N'$. Values of the slopes of the lines are presented in Table 2. In the A state of OH, where no predissociation occurs in $v = 0$ there is evidence for a decrease in the removal with increasing rotational level for molecular colliders. However, the effects were not as dramatic as observed here. Also for the A state of OH, both He and Ar were very poor quenchers of OH. Therefore, we believe He will also be inefficient at quenching the B state. The explanation lies in RET coupled with predissociation of the levels, as described above. Resolved fluorescence scans indicate that some RET has occurred, and the magnitude of the rate constants is typical of RET. Therefore, analysis of the slopes is not straightforward and requires a kinetic model to evaluate its accuracy.

A model of this fluorescence must include radiation, quenching, predissociation, and rotational energy transfer. The most difficult component to implement is RET. The number of rotational-level-specific rate constants between individual levels becomes unmanageable quickly. To model the system, we choose to apply the infinite order sudden scaling relationship derived by Alexander for collisions of a $2\Sigma$ molecule with a structureless atom. With these scaling relationships, all RET rate constants can be
Figure 7. Plot of the decay constant versus helium pressure after excitation of different fine-structured levels in OH ($B^2 \Sigma^+$, $v' = 1, N' = 2$).
Table 2. Slopes of the plots of fluorescence decay constants versus pressure for excitation of several vibrational and rotational levels in the B$^2\Sigma^+$ state of OH.$^a$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$v' = 0$</th>
<th></th>
<th>$v' = 1$</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$F_1$</td>
<td>$F_2^b$</td>
<td>$F_1$</td>
<td>$F_2^b$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N = 0$</td>
<td>5.9 ± 0.4</td>
<td>6.6 ± 0.4</td>
<td>6.6 ± 0.4</td>
<td>5.9 ± 0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[8.9 ± 0.5]</td>
<td></td>
<td>[8.9 ± 0.5]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N = 1$</td>
<td>6.0 ± 0.6</td>
<td>6.9 ± 0.3</td>
<td>9 ± 1</td>
<td>10 ± 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[5.0 ± 0.3]</td>
<td>[8 ± 2]</td>
<td>[5.0 ± 0.3]</td>
<td>[8 ± 2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N = 2$</td>
<td>2 ± 1</td>
<td>4 ± 1</td>
<td>-1 ± 2</td>
<td>6 ± 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[-1 ± 1]</td>
<td>[5.5 ± 0.7]</td>
<td>[-1 ± 1]</td>
<td>[5.5 ± 0.7]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$Units of $\mu$s$^{-1}$ Torr$^{-1}$. Errors are the statistical two standard deviations of the best linear fit to decay constant data.

$^b$F$_2$ values are obtained from simultaneous excitation of F$_1$ and F$_2$ components.
calculated from a limited number of base rates. In this way the number of independent variables can be reduced. The following equation is used to calculate the state-to-state RET rate constants:

$$k_{J,\varepsilon \rightarrow J',\varepsilon'} = \exp[-\Delta/kT](2J' + 1) \sum_{\ell} (2\ell + 1) \frac{1}{2} [1 - \varepsilon\varepsilon'(1)^{J+\ell} + \ell] \left( \frac{1}{2} \begin{array}{c} J' \ell \ell' \ell'' \\ \ell' \ell'' \end{array} \right) \frac{1}{2} \frac{1}{2} \ell' \ell'' \to \ell' \ell''$$

where the primes indicate final states and the unprimed values the initial state, the variable $\Delta$ is equal to zero if the initial state is higher in energy than the initial rotational state (this factor is used to make the rates obey detailed balance), $J$ is the total angular momentum, $\varepsilon = +1$ for $F_2$ levels, and $\varepsilon = -1$ for $F_1$ levels and $\ell$ is the summation index for the base rates. The variable $\ell$ can take integer values. The numbers in the large parentheses are a conventional 3-j symbol. With this expression, all rate constants can be estimated from a set of base rates $\{\sum_{\ell} k_{\ell,\varepsilon \rightarrow \ell',\varepsilon'}\}$.

This model is used to access the accuracy of the preceding analysis. Initially, we use the radiative lifetime derived from theory and the fluorescence lifetime obtained from the intercepts to obtain the predissociation rate; we assume no electronic quenching. Using a gradient search nonlinear least squares fitting routine, we obtain the best fit value of the single quantum base rate, $k_{3/2,1/2 \rightarrow 1/2}$, setting all other base rates to zero and fixing all the predissociation rates to the values extracted from the intercepts. From this fit we obtain a reasonable representation of the RET. The program also calculates synthesized time dependences for comparison with the experimental values. We then fit these synthesized data in the same manner described above to see if we can extract the input fluorescence lifetimes. In most cases the values agree to within 20%. We believe the best values for the radiative lifetimes would have to be corrected for these systematic differences. Such corrections are currently under way for $v' = 0$. A similar analysis will be performed on the data for $v' = 1$. The values in Table 1 should be considered preliminary numbers.

Values for the base rates within the infinite-order sudden framework will also be extracted from the time dependence of the signals. These values will facilitate comparison of the RETs in He and Ar and in $v' = 0$ and $v' = 1$. A preliminary number for the base rate $k_{3/2,1/2 \rightarrow 1/2}$ for $v' = 0$ in He is $\sim 3 \times 10^{-10}$ cm$^3$ s$^{-1}$. Because of the coupling of the predissociation with the rotational energy transfer, the analysis is complex and assigning an uncertainty to these measurements is therefore difficult. The results of this fitting will be described in detail in an upcoming publication.
ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF B-X LIF

With the information gleaned from the above results, we can assess the usefulness of the B-X LIF method for the detection of vibrationally excited OH. Several advantages and disadvantages became apparent in this study. The most important conclusion is that the signals are large and the emission characteristics of the OH are adequately described by theoretical calculations. With the wavelength dependence of the fluorescence obtained by this method, we can select the best detection method for future experiments. From the values for the B-X vibrational band transition probabilities given in Ref. 32, we estimate it should be feasible to probe vibrational levels in the ground state from about \( v' = 6 \) to the highest bound vibrational levels. Interestingly, some of these levels have never been observed for OH. The time resolution of this probe is also a distinct advantage. It can take a 10-ns picture of the concentration of OH in a specific vibrational and rotational level. This property is extremely important in designing new experiments to measure the vibrational and rotational energy transfer in the ground state.

However, the technique also has at least one important disadvantage, the predissociation of the B state. This rotational and fine-structure dependent effect makes measuring rotational distributions difficult and may limit the range of rotational levels that can be investigated. It also reduces the number of fluorescent photons, but in most cases the signal levels would be sufficient. This is not an insurmountable problem. A careful study at low pressure on a rotationally equilibrated sample would help clarify the dependence of the predissociation on the OH.

Overall, we feel this method will be extremely useful in the study of vibrational transfer in the ground state.
CONCLUSIONS

From the above data, we can state with confidence that the $B^2\Sigma^+-X^2\Pi_l$ LIF method will be a useful diagnostic tool for investigating the high vibrational levels ($6 \leq v \leq 15$) in ground-state OH. In addition, this study has been a rigorous test of OH theoretical calculations by our examination of the relative transition probabilities of the B-A and B-X bands. We were extremely encouraged by the good agreement between the experimental results and theoretical calculations on this system. We have also shown that the fluorescence lifetimes of the B state of OH are indeed shorter than previously measured experimentally. This result clears up a troublesome disagreement between experimental and theoretical measurements on this quantity. With this sensitive and state-selective technique, a detailed study of the collision dynamics of high vibrational levels important in the upper atmosphere can be undertaken.
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ABSTRACT

The previously unobserved $B^2\Sigma^+ - X^2\Pi_i$ electronic system of OH is detected by laser-induced fluorescence in a low-pressure flow system. OH is produced in high vibrational levels of the ground electronic state by the H + O$_3$ reaction. Light from a frequency-doubled tunable dye laser excites the radical via the (0,8), (0,9), and (1,8) bands of the $B^2\Sigma^+ - X^2\Pi_i$ transition at 225, 236, and 221 nm, respectively. The fluorescence is detected in the $B^2\Sigma^+ - A^2\Sigma^+$ system in the visible and near ultraviolet. Measured emission intensities in the (0,3) to (0,9) and the (1,3) to (1,9) bands of B-A are in good agreement with previous theoretical calculations. The experimental branching ratio for emission between the B-A (0,3) and B-X (0,10) bands is about three times larger than theoretically predicted. Detection of high-lying vibrational levels in the electronic ground state, $v'' = 6$ through 15, for experiments in collision dynamics and reaction kinetics, is feasible using the B-X system.

To appear in the Journal of Chemical Physics
I. INTRODUCTION

The hydroxyl radical is a key intermediate in the chemistry of combustion and of the atmosphere. Its chemical reaction rate constants are often measured in flow or photolysis systems using laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) of the strong bands of the $A^2\Sigma^+ - X^2\Pi$ system that originate from the low-lying vibrational levels of the ground electronic state. In situ measurements in flames and other similar practical systems using LIF in these same transitions are commonplace. Amenable to realistic theoretical calculations, OH is also a prototypical molecule for the study of quantum-state-specific collision processes, particularly those providing dynamical information through resolution of spin-orbit and $\lambda$-doublet components as well as rotational and vibrational states.

Vibrational distributions in the ground state of OH are difficult to measure for several reasons. The conventional A-X LIF method ($\Delta v = 0$ and $+1$) is limited by rapid predissociation of the A-state vibrational levels ($v' \geq 2$),\(^1\) while infrared emission studies within the ground state are complicated by low sensitivity and a controversy over the relative magnitude of the vibrational band transition strengths.\(^2\) Recently, LIF using off-diagonal bands ($\Delta v \leq -1$) in the A-X system have characterized the vibrational distribution up to $v' = 3$ for the $O(1D) + H_2$ reaction\(^3\) and the relative magnitude of these weak bands have been measured.\(^4\) In the later work, LIF bands were observed that have oscillator strengths as much as a factor of $10^5$ smaller than the strong $(0,0)$ band.\(^4\) However, with powerful lasers which can saturate even very weak transitions, such small oscillator strengths pose little limitation on detection via off-diagonal vibrational bands. Therefore, the A-X system is suitable for detection of ground state vibrational levels up through $v = 5$ and perhaps 6.\(^4\) Thus far, higher levels have only been detected by infrared and visible emission within the ground state in the Meinel bands.\(^5\)
An alternative method to measure the collision dynamics of yet higher vibrational levels within the ground state, reaction product distributions, and the levels populated as a result of collisional quenching of the A state is needed. Prominent among these needs are investigations of the kinetics of Meinel band emission from the upper atmosphere, which is the major constituent of the airglow in the near infrared. This emission is used as a diagnostic tool for measuring the temperature and understanding the chemistry ~100 km above the earth's surface, and forms an undesirable background for infrared remote sensing. Meinel band emission results from the atmospheric production of OH in levels up to \( v = 9 \) through the \( \text{H} + \text{O}_3 \) reaction. Radiative and collisional relaxation of the very high levels occurs giving rise to strong light in the visible (through multiquantum transitions, \( |\Delta v| = 4, 5, \text{ and 6} \) and near infrared. Vibrational energy transfer resulting from collisions with \( \text{O}_2, \text{N}_2, \text{O}_3, \text{and O} \) is important in determining the emission distribution, but rate constants for this process are poorly known.

We have observed laser-induced fluorescence in a new electronic band system of OH, \( \text{B}^{2\Sigma}^+-\text{X}^{2\Pi} \). The B state has a much larger internuclear equilibrium distance than the X state, and the wavefunctions of its two bound vibrational levels overlap those of high-lying vibrational levels in X. It is therefore quite suitable for detection of OH in these high levels. The high vibrational levels in X are prepared by the \( \text{H} + \text{O}_3 \) reaction in a low-pressure flow cell, and laser excitation occurs in the ultraviolet, to populate \( v = 0 \) and 1 of B. Fluorescence to the A state is detected. Here, overlap is again with high lying vibrational levels, and we observe emission to \( v = 3 \) through 9 (the last bound level) of A. In this paper, we present relative transition probabilities for several B-A bands and compare them with previous theoretical and experimental values. The ratio of oscillator strengths of the B-X and B-A systems is also obtained. In a subsequent paper, we will describe fluorescence lifetime determinations and collisional dynamics for various rotational levels of \( v' = 0 \) and 1 in \( \text{B}^{2\Sigma}^+ \).
The spectroscopy of the B state has been studied by dispersing B-A emission from discharges in water vapor.\textsuperscript{9,10} The B-state potential curve is very shallow with a dissociation energy of about 1350 cm\(^{-1}\) and a large \(r_e\) of 2.05 Å, twice that of the A or X states. The A state is well studied and possesses ten bound levels. Previous experimental data on the relative intensity of the (0,6), (0,7), and (0,8) bands are available from emission studies of Felenbok\textsuperscript{9} and Bergeman, Erman and Larsson (BEL).\textsuperscript{11} In both studies, Franck-Condon factors \(q_{v'v''}\) and r-centroids were calculated for the B-A system, and the r-centroid approximation was used to describe the intensity measurements. The electronic transition moment, \(R_e(r)\), was observed to decrease with increasing internuclear distance \(r\) in the range covered by these bands (1.7 to 2.0 Å); this transition is forbidden in the separated atom limit.

More recently, Langhoff et al.\textsuperscript{12} performed a theoretical study of the X, A, B, and C states of OH. For each electronic system, they calculate an ab initio transition dipole moment as a function of \(r\), and use it to compute transition probabilities in conjunction with empirical potentials for all the bands in the B-A and B-X systems. Their results are in good agreement with our measured transition probabilities for the (0,3) to (0,9) and (1,3) to (1,9) sequences in B-A, and agree to within a factor of three for the ratio of intensities for the weak B-A (0,3) and B-X (0,10) bands. Therefore, transition probabilities in these two systems are satisfactorily understood. We conclude, based on these experiments and the theoretical calculations of Langhoff et al.\textsuperscript{12} that there is sufficient oscillator strength at wavelengths accessible to lasers to probe, in the X state, \(v'' = 6\) through 15. This will open these high vibrational levels of the OH radical to direct study using the sensitive and selective LIF technique, and facilitate many new dynamics and kinetics experiments on this important species.
II. Experimental Details

Vibrationally excited OH radicals are produced via the reaction of hydrogen atoms and ozone in a fast flow reactor. Typically, 0.05 to 0.06 slm (standard liters per minute) of H$_2$ seeded in a flow of 1.5-3.0 slm of He or Ar is discharged at 2450 MHz to produce H atoms for the reaction. The ozone is prepared using a commercial ozonizer and stored on silica gel at about 200 K. It is injected into the viewing region of the reactor by flowing a small amount of buffer gas through the ozone trap to a gas port on the cell. The amount of buffer gas flow through the trap is adjusted empirically to maximize signal. As the amount of ozone on the trap decreases we must increase the buffer gas flow. Typically, 0.010-0.080 slm of He or Ar flow is needed. The concentration of ozone in the cell is not monitored. The total cell pressure can be varied from approximately 200 mTorr to 10 Torr.

Visible chemiluminescent Meinel band emission from the reaction is bright and facilitates alignment of the detection optics and maximization of hot OH production. OH is excited to the B state using frequency doubled laser light at wavelengths ranging from 221 to 236 nm. This light is produced by frequency doubling in a β-barium borate crystal the output of an excimer-pumped dye laser system. The typical laser energy used is between 0.2 and 1 mJ at 50 Hz. The fundamental and second harmonic are separated by a Pellin-Brocha prism which is manually adjusted to maintain pointing stability as the wavelength is varied.

The fluorescence is collected at right angles and is imaged onto the slit of a 0.35 m monochromator by a two lens collection system. The collimating lens is a 5 cm biconvex focal length quartz lens located approximately 5 cm from the reaction zone. The focusing lens is a 12.5 cm biconvex quartz lens located approximately its focal length from the monochromator slit. A filter (Schott, WG360, 3 mm) blocks laser scatter and prevents its detection through the monochromator in second order. The bandwidth of the...
monochromator for all measurements described here is 40 Å. The signal from the EMI 9558Q photomultiplier is amplified and captured in a boxcar integrator with a gate of ~150 ns set to encompass the entire signal. The single shot output of the boxcar is digitized and summed in a lab computer.

Light is also imaged using a one lens collection system onto a Hamamatsu R105 filtered photomultiplier tube to provide an accurate normalization measurement to account for drift in OH density, laser amplitude or frequency during fluorescence scans. Spectral filters in this channel allow the total fluorescence signal from a single B-A vibrational band to be detected while discriminating against scattered laser light and discharge light. When exciting the B^2Σ+ v' = 0 level, two colored glass filters (Schott GG495 and GG455, both 3 mm) and an interference filter (Corion, LS-550) are used to detect the (0,7) band. For the B^2Σ+ v' = 1 level, three filters (Schott OG 530 and OG 550, both 3 mm and Corion LS-600) are used to detect the (1,9) band. Discharge light is further discriminated against by aperturing this photomultiplier tube with ~6 mm slits aligned along the laser beam axis. We estimate that the normalization signal for (0,7) contains less than 0.1% scattered light. The output is integrated directly by a second boxcar without prior amplification, then digitized and stored in the same manner as the signal.

III. Results

Figure 1 depicts a portion of the B-X (0,8) band excitation spectrum, taken with the integrator gate set to encompass the entire fluorescence decay. The individual rotational branches are readily assigned, using a spectral simulation program\textsuperscript{13} and the spectroscopic constants of the B state\textsuperscript{9,10} and high lying vibrational levels of the X state.\textsuperscript{14}
The rotational temperature of \( v = 8 \) in OH X, based on the spectral intensities of Figure 1, is far colder than the expected 300 K. In the earlier work of BEL, a similar effect was observed in B-A emission spectra: the rotational temperature of the B state based on the intensities of rotational lines from \( N' = 0-5 \) was 120 K. This was attributed to a cold nascent distribution following dissociation of \( \text{H}_2\text{O} \) by the 20 keV electrons used to produce OH in that experiment. However, we believe it is caused by a fluorescence yield that depends upon rotational level, due to predissociation of the B state in this region.

Measurements of the time dependence of the fluorescence decay constant\(^8\) show that the lifetime of rotational levels in both \( v' = 0 \) and 1 decreases about a factor of three as \( N' \) is increased from 0 to 2 for the \( F_1 \) levels. From a preliminary analysis, we find fluorescence lifetimes less than 150 ns. Excitation spectra obtained with a narrow, 10 ns gate placed on the leading edge of the fluorescence pulse measure the initial amplitude of the signal, and are less affected by the quantum yield variation due to \( N' \)-dependent predissociation. These give sensible temperatures near 300 K. Understanding this predissociation is extremely important for accurate measurement of individual rotational populations in high lying vibrational levels of the ground state using B-X LIF, and will be discussed in the subsequent paper.\(^8\)

Figure 2 shows the \( \text{B}^2\Sigma^+ - \text{A}^2\Pi_i \) fluorescence spectra obtained by exciting the unresolved \( Q_{1}(1) \) and \( Q P_{21}(1) \) feature (labeled \( Q_{1}(1) \) throughout) of the B-X (0,8) and (1,8) bands. As expected from a simple picture of the B and A vibrational overlap, fluorescence from \( v' = 0 \) shows a smooth variation while that from \( v' = 1 \) exhibits a single minimum, which occurs near the (1,8) band. An abrupt cutoff of the envelopes to the red is seen in the scan in Fig. 2(b) in the position where the (1,10) band would be; this occurs because the \( v = 10 \) would lie above the dissociation limit of the A state. In addition, there is some evidence for \( v' = 1 \) to 0 vibrational transfer within the B state while pumping the (1,8) band: note the small, but reproducible, signal just on the long wavelength side of the
(1,6) and (1,7) bands. At the 5 Torr total pressure used for this scan, a reasonable vibrational transfer rate coefficient ($-5 \times 10^{-12}$ cm$^3$ s$^{-1}$) would account for these small bands.

Fluorescence scans such as those in Fig. 2 are used to determine the band transition probabilities. Most of the dispersed fluorescence spectra are obtained using this $Q_1(1)$ feature for excitation. In a check for possible rotational effects, we also excite $v' = 1$ via the $R_1(3)$ and $RQ_21(3)$ feature. No differences are observed. The raw data are normalized by the total signal intensity, and the spectral response of the detection system is determined using calibrated standard deuterium and tungsten lamps.

Relative transition intensities for the bands illustrated in Fig. 2 are listed in Table I, given as the fractional contribution of each band to the total emission strength of $v' = 0$ and 1. The values are averaged over seven independent experiments for the $v' = 0$ bands and six for the $v' = 1$ bands. The reported errors are two standard deviations of the unweighted mean. The error bars are typically 10% of the reported values, which is a good reflection of our ability to measure the band intensities given the inherent uncertainties of the experiment.

In Fig. 3 we show a fluorescence spectrum in the region of the B-X (0,10) and B-A (0,3) bands obtained by exciting via $Q_1(1)$ feature of the B-X (0,8) band. From this data we can extract the first experimental information on the relative strength of the B-A and B-X transitions. Three independent scans are taken to obtain an average, weighted by signal to noise ratio (which is low due to the small transition probabilities and diminished monochromator response at these wavelengths). The result$^{15}$ is a ratio $I(B-A (0,3))/I(B-X (0,10)) = 1.6 \pm 0.5$, where the error represents the range of values obtained. A measurement of the ratio of the two observed bands of the B-X system is also made. The
result is I(0,9)/I(0,10) = 2.0 ± 1.0, where again low signal levels are responsible for the large error.

Additionally, we observe an emission signal from the (0,0) band of the A-X system. Although clearly induced by the laser, the signal is not resonant with excitation of individual vibrational/rotational levels of the B state of OH. The time dependence of the signal indicates that the emitting state, v = 0 of A, is not formed promptly by the laser pulse but follows it at a time indicative of chemical reaction. Fluorescence is not observed from higher vibrational levels of the A state. We tentatively ascribe this fluorescence to a chemiluminescent reaction between H atoms present in the flow cell with O(1D) produced by photodissociation of O₃, although the absence of emission from higher vibrational levels is puzzling.

At these laser wavelengths, O₃ is dissociated with high quantum yield to form O(1D) and O₂(1Δ).\textsuperscript{15} Production of OH(A) by the reactions of O(1D) with H₂ and H₂O impurity, or by O₂(1Δ) + H, can be ruled out on the basis of energetics. However, the reaction O(1D) + H + M → OH(A) + M is exothermic by ~55 kcal mol\textsuperscript{-1}, enough to populate many vibrational levels of OH(A). O(3P), which could be formed\textsuperscript{15} by quenching or the reaction of O₂(1Δ), could react with H atoms either via the reaction O(3P) + H + M → OH(A) + M (exoergic by 9.7 kcal mol\textsuperscript{-1}) or by inverse predissociation. The first possibility has just enough energy to populate OH(A) v' = 1, and the inverse predissociation would preferentially populate high N' in v = 1 and all N' in v = 2 since these vibrational levels are in the vicinity of the crossing between the A^2Σ⁺ and a^4Σ⁻ states. Thus, for each possible mechanism, we would expect to see emission from vibrational levels higher than v = 0 in OH(A). Additional experimental studies are necessary to provide a conclusive mechanism for this chemiluminescent signal.
IV. Discussion

Table 1 presents the experimental values of the band strengths, listed as the fractional contribution of the intensity of each observable vibrational band to the total. These are compared with theoretical values calculated by Langhoff et al.,\textsuperscript{12} tabulated here in the same way. Langhoff et al.\textsuperscript{12} performed configuration interaction calculations employing three different basis sets. The largest set, labeled by them as I, appears to provide the most accurate potentials for the A, B, and X state, although there is some deviation from Klein-Dunham curves\textsuperscript{8} for the high vibrational levels of A and X that are of interest here. They then computed transition probabilities for individual vibrational bands of the B-A and B-X systems using ab initio electronic transition moments and vibrational wavefunctions. The error quoted by Langhoff et al.\textsuperscript{12} for calculated radiative lifetimes of the B state is 20%.

The theoretical and experimental results are in good agreement. Most of the band strengths agree within ten percent, less than the experimental error and well less than the combined precision of such an experiment and the expected uncertainty in the calculation. There is a larger discrepancy for the (0,8) and (0,9) bands; however the experiment and theory only differ by only 16 and 32%, respectively. At these vibrational levels in the A state there is disagreement between the calculated ab initio potential surfaces and the empirical Klein-Dunham potentials derived from spectroscopic constants (see Fig. 1, Ref. 12). Such a complication would be expected to also affect the (1,8) and (1,9) bands; however, these values agree remarkably well.

We also compare the intensities of selected bands with those obtained from emission studies. Both Felenbok\textsuperscript{3} and BEL\textsuperscript{11} measure relative intensities of the three strongest bands emitted by $v = 0$: (0,6), (0,7), and (0,8). In both papers, these intensities are represented only as points on a plot of the electronic transition moment as a function of...
internuclear distance, invoking an r-centroid approximation and reducing the experimental
data using their own calculated Franck-Condon factors. We have retrieved the
experimental intensities by computing $I_{v',v''} \propto q_{v',v''} \left| R_c(r_{v',v''}) \right|^2$. The $R_c$ values are
taken from Fig. 19 of Ref. 9 and Fig. 6 of Ref. 11, and the $q_{v',v''}$ from the tables in each
paper. The results are normalized to the total intensity in these three bands, and listed in
Table II along with our experimental results and those of Langhoff et al. The agreement
among our results and those of BEL is good, well within expected accuracies (error bars on
the BEL plot are 20 to 30%). The BEL value for (0,8) lies midway between our
experimental value and the theoretical calculation and does not resolve the differences
described above. Felenbok’s results differ slightly, primarily because the (0,6) band looks
too large compared with (0,7) when compared to the other data.

The B-X system is much weaker than the B-A, as evidenced by the comparable
intensities of the (0,10) band of the former, one of the stronger in B-X, and the very weak
(0,3) band of B-A (see Fig. 3 and Table I). The total emission transition probability into all
vibrational levels is computed to be about a factor of 17 higher for B-A compared to
B-X, but in the latter system the transitions are spread over a larger number of bands, so
that a strong B-X band is about a hundredfold weaker than a strong B-A band. The
comparison of theory and experiment remains good, well within experimental error, for the
measurements involving bands of B-X. The experimental ratio for $I(0,9)/I(0,10)$ in B-X is
$2.0 \pm 1.0$, compared to the theoretical value of 2.3. The ratio of total system oscillator
strengths is contained in the ratio $[I(B-A (0,3))/I(B-X (0,10))]$, for which the experimental
determination is $1.6 \pm 0.5$ and the theoretical result is 0.5. The theoretical results for the
latter ratio differ from experimental values by more than the error bars. This is possibly
due to the difficulty of calculating a realistic empirical potential for high vibrational levels ($v$
$\geq 10$) of OH, $X^2\Pi_i$ (see Fig. 1, Ref. 12) and the proximity of the electronic transition
moment of B-X to its zero crossing in this region. Calculations of these weak transitions
are difficult and involve the relative magnitude of two different electronic transition moments.

These results show that the theoretical calculations of Langhoff et al.\(^\text{12}\) form good representations of the band transition probabilities in the \(B^2\Sigma^+ - A^2\Sigma^+\) electronic system, and that, within a factor of about 3, the ratio of oscillator strengths for the B-A and B-X systems. In Table III, we compile, for bands of the B-X system, values of the wavelength \(\lambda\) and the Einstein absorption coefficient \(B\), taken from the theoretical results of Langhoff et al.\(^\text{12}\) for the Einstein emission coefficient \(A\) for each band. This table can be used to determine the feasibility of measuring other vibrational levels. To gauge its size, the \(B\) value for the (0,0) band of the A-X system, used routinely for OH measurements, is also given, as is the value for the highly off-diagonal (1,4) band, which has been employed to detect OH in \(v = 4\) of the ground state in a dynamics experiment.\(^\text{16}\)

The absolute absorption coefficient also includes the absolute radiative rate. This quantity remains in dispute, with experimental values for \(B^2\Sigma^+\) decay times of \(-100\) ns\(^8\) and 2 \(\mu\)s,\(^\text{11}\) and a computed radiative lifetime\(^\text{12}\) of \(-300\) ns. Nonetheless, the strong signals observed for the (0,8) band indicate easy detection of at least \(v = 7\) through 11 in the ground state. Above \(v = 11\), the absorption coefficients in both \(v' = 0\) and 1 oscillate up and down due to the electronic transition moment crossing zero in this region and becoming negative. The magnitudes of these transitions will be extremely sensitive to the transition moment in this region. However, from the results in Table III, the detection of vibrational levels up to \(v = 15\) appears feasible. The oscillator strengths for \(v = 5\) and 6 are strong enough for facile measurement, although the laser wavelengths must be generated with Raman shifting, not direct frequency doubling. Combined with the ability to monitor up through \(v = 5\) or 6 via A-X excitation, we can now study collision dynamics, reaction kinetics, and photochemical and reactive product distributions for the range of vibrational levels from \(v = 0\) to 15 in the important OH molecule.
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Table 1. Comparison of experimental and ab initio relative B-A transition strengths.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>B-A</th>
<th>(0,3)</th>
<th>(0,4)</th>
<th>(0,5)</th>
<th>(0,6)</th>
<th>(0,7)</th>
<th>(0,8)</th>
<th>(0,9)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>exp.</td>
<td>0.0029</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.393</td>
<td>0.250</td>
<td>0.0056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0006)b</td>
<td>(0.001)</td>
<td>(0.01)</td>
<td>(0.01)</td>
<td>(0.006)</td>
<td>(0.006)</td>
<td>(0.0008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>theorya</td>
<td>0.0030</td>
<td>0.021</td>
<td>0.092</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.0038</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>B-A</th>
<th>(1,3)</th>
<th>(1,4)</th>
<th>(1,5)</th>
<th>(1,6)</th>
<th>(1,7)</th>
<th>(1,8)</th>
<th>(1,9)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>exp.</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>0.051</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.295</td>
<td>0.151</td>
<td>0.034</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.002)</td>
<td>(0.006)</td>
<td>(0.01)</td>
<td>(0.006)</td>
<td>(0.006)</td>
<td>(0.006)</td>
<td>(0.01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>theory</td>
<td>0.0090</td>
<td>0.051</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.034</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

aResults of calculations of Ref. 12. Values for each vibrational level are independently normalized to one.

bThe values in parentheses below the experimental value is the 2-σ estimated error as described in the text.
Table 2. Relative B-A transition probabilities in \(v' = 0\), normalized to the sum of the \((0,6), (0,7),\) and \((0,8)\) vibrational bands.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Band</th>
<th>Present Results</th>
<th>Felenbok Ref. 9</th>
<th>BEL Ref. 11</th>
<th>Langhoff et al. Ref. 12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(0,6)</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0,7)</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0,8)</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3. Approximate wavelengths and relative absorption strengths of various electronic transitions in the OH radical.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>B-X</th>
<th>(0,5)</th>
<th>(0,6)</th>
<th>(0,7)</th>
<th>(0,8)</th>
<th>(0,9)</th>
<th>(0,10)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>9.7(3)</td>
<td>3.1(4)</td>
<td>7.3(4)</td>
<td>1.1(5)</td>
<td>1.1(5)</td>
<td>6.0(4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>λ</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>202</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>237</td>
<td>249</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0,11)</td>
<td>(0,12)</td>
<td>(0,13)</td>
<td>(0,14)</td>
<td>(0,15)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>9.3(3)</td>
<td>9.3(2)</td>
<td>4.7(3)</td>
<td>1.5(3)</td>
<td>2.2(1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>λ</td>
<td>261</td>
<td>274</td>
<td>286</td>
<td>298</td>
<td>310</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1,5)</td>
<td>(1,6)</td>
<td>(1,7)</td>
<td>(1,8)</td>
<td>(1,9)</td>
<td>(1,10)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>1.6(4)</td>
<td>4.3(4)</td>
<td>8.3(4)</td>
<td>1.0(5)</td>
<td>7.0(4)</td>
<td>1.8(4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>λ</td>
<td>189</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>233</td>
<td>245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1,11)</td>
<td>(1,12)</td>
<td>(1,13)</td>
<td>(1,14)</td>
<td>(1,15)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>3.3(1)</td>
<td>7.7(2)</td>
<td>2.6(3)</td>
<td>2.2(4)</td>
<td>2.2(3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>λ</td>
<td>257</td>
<td>269</td>
<td>281</td>
<td>292</td>
<td>304</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-X</td>
<td>(0,0)</td>
<td>(1,4)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>8.3(6)</td>
<td>1.4(3)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>λ</td>
<td>308</td>
<td>452</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Units of cm$^2$ erg$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$. Calculated from the A values of Ref. 12. Values in parentheses are the exponent.

*Units of nm. Calculated from Ref. 10.

*Calculated from the A values of Ref. 4.
Figure Captions

Figure 1. Excitation scan of the OH B$^2\Sigma^+-X^2\Pi_1$ (0,8) band. Plotted is the B-A (0,7) band fluorescence signal vs. uncorrected dye laser dial reading. The branches are unambiguously assigned based on a spectral simulation using the constants of Ref. 13. The wavelength scale is uncertain by at most 0.04 nm (∼10 cm$^{-1}$).

Figure 2. Dispersed fluorescence scan corrected for detection system response of the B$^2\Sigma^+-A^2\Pi_1$ system. The top trace (a) is obtained by exciting the $Q_1(1)$ and $Q_{P21}$ feature of the (0,8) B-X system. The fluorescence connects the B state $v' = 0$ to the A state, $v'' = 3-9$. The bottom trace (b) is obtained by exciting the $Q_1(1)$ and $Q_{P21}$ feature of the (1,8) B X system. The fluorescence connects the B state $v' = 1$ level to the A state levels, $v'' = 3-9$.

Figure 3. Dispersed fluorescence scan demonstrating the branching of fluorescence between the B-A and B-X systems. The figure is uncorrected for detection response. After such correction, the ratio $I[B-A (0,3)]/I[B-X (0,10)]$ is 1.6 ± 0.5. The spectrum is obtained by pumping the B$^2\Sigma^+-X^2\Pi_1$ (0,8) $Q_1(1)$ and $Q_{P21}$ overlapped feature.
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FIGURE 3
LASER-INDUCED FLUORESCENCE IN THE B²Σ⁺-X²Πᵢ SYSTEM OF OH

Andrew D. Sappey, David R. Crosley and Richard A. Copeland
Molecular Physics Laboratory, SRI International
Menlo Park, California 94025

ABSTRACT

Laser-induced fluorescence in the previously unobserved B-X system is used to detect the high vibrational levels of ground state OH generated by the reaction of H and O₃. Light (220-240 nm) from a frequency-doubled tunable dye laser excites the (0,8), (0,9) and (1,8) vibrational bands of the B-X system. The B state then fluoresces predominantly to the A²Σ⁺ state between 400 and 600 nm. Weaker fluorescence to the X state is also observed. From the temporal evolution of the fluorescence, lifetimes are extracted for different vibrational, rotational, and fine-structure levels of the B state. Large variations are observed between these levels indicating an unexpected predissociation.

INTRODUCTION AND EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH

High vibrational levels of the OH radical (X²Πᵢ, v" ≤ 9) are produced in the earth's upper atmosphere by the reaction of H and O₃. These highly excited molecules then fluoresce via vibrational transitions within the ground state giving rise to visible and near-infrared light. This emission is used as a diagnostic for upper atmosphere temperature, concentrations, and dynamics. Models of this emission require as input absolute vibrational band transition strengths and rotational and vibrational energy transfer rate constants and mechanisms. A sensitive and state selective method of probing high vibrational levels in OH is required to characterize these collisional energy transfer processes. In this work, we describe the development of such a method, B-X laser-induced fluorescence (LIF).

The OH radicals are produced in v" ≤ 9 in a microwave-discharge flow cell by the reaction of H with O₃ and excited to the B ²Σ⁺ state by light between 220 to 240 nm (~1 mJ) from a frequency-doubled excimer-pumped dye laser. The total cell pressure can be varied from 0.2 to 2 Torr with helium as the major component. The LIF is monitored by a filtered photomultiplier and also dispersed by a monochromator. The signals are amplified and detected with either a boxcar integrator or a 100 megasample s⁻¹ transient digitizer. A complete description of the experimental approach can be found in Ref. 1.

DISPERSED FLUORESCENCE RESULTS

We have measured the intensity of the dispersed fluorescence from both v' = 0 and 1 of the B state following excitation of the overlapped Q₁(1) and Q₂₁ rotational feature.¹ We observe fluorescence to levels 3 ≤ v ≤ 9 of A²Σ⁺ between 350 and 600 nm. The three strongest vibrational bands from v' = 0 are (0,7), (0,8) and (0,6) at 510, 550, and 470 nm, while those from v' = 1 are (1,6), (1,9) and (1,5) at 460, 555, and 420 nm. These bands lie at significantly longer wavelengths than the excitation laser so scattered laser light is not a problem in the LIF detection. The fluorescence cuts off abruptly to the red of the (0,9) and (1,9) B-A bands, because v = 10 of the A state is not bound. The expected minimum in the fluorescence pattern from v' = 1

B-1
occurs in the vicinity of the (1,8) band. The relative vibrational band transition probabilities for the B-A bands agree very well with recent theoretical calculations by Langhoff et al.\textsuperscript{2}

In the ultraviolet we detect small signals that result from fluorescence in the (0,9) and (0,10) bands of the B-X electronic system.\textsuperscript{1} These bands are similar in intensity to the weakest bands of the B-A system and we find that $\frac{I[B-A(0,3)]}{I[B-X(0,10)]} = 1.6 \pm 0.5$; about 0.3% of the B-A fluorescence occurs in the (0,3) band. The theoretical result\textsuperscript{2} for the above ratio is 0.5 which differs from the experimental result by about a factor of three.

\section{Fluorescence lifetimes of the B state}

Fluorescence lifetimes for the B state are obtained from the zero pressure intercept of a plot of the fluorescence decay constant versus the He pressure as shown in Figure 1. We fit the time-dependent fluorescence signals from 90 to 10% of the peak value to a single exponential to obtain the decay constants. In Fig. 1, the boxes are data taken exciting $v' = 0$, $N' = 0$, $J' = 0.5$ while the triangles are taken exciting the same rotational state in $v' = 1$. The lines are the best linear least squares fit to the data. Note the larger zero pressure intercept for $v' = 1$ indicating a longer fluorescence lifetime, $\tau$ for $v' = 0$. The characteristic slope of each line is due to collisional removal of the excited rotational level and will be discussed in detail in a future publication. We have made zero pressure lifetime measurements for the F\textsubscript{1} and F\textsubscript{2} spin components of rotational levels, $N = 0$, 1, and 2 in $v' = 0$, and 1 of the B state. The results are presented in Figure 2 where we have chosen to plot the lifetimes versus the total angular momentum $J$. The data for the F\textsubscript{1} components are obtained by exciting to only the F\textsubscript{1} level, while the points for F\textsubscript{2} are extracted from data in which a mixture of F\textsubscript{1} and F\textsubscript{2} fine-structure levels are populated. We estimate an experimental uncertainty of in the fluorescence lifetimes of $\pm 15\%$ for the F\textsubscript{1} levels and $\pm 50\%$ for the F\textsubscript{2} levels.

The significant variation of $\tau$ with $N$, $v$, $F$\textsubscript{1} and $F$\textsubscript{2} seen in Fig. 2 signals a predissociation in the B state. (Note that the lifetime of the F\textsubscript{1} component of rotational level $N-1$ is nearly equal to that of the F\textsubscript{2} component of level N.) This conclusion is supported by a calculated radiative lifetime\textsuperscript{2} of $\sim 300\, \text{ns}$ for $v = 0$ and $\sim 510\, \text{ns}$ for $v = 1$, which is much longer than we observe in the experiments. Our lifetimes are over an order of magnitude shorter than obtained by previous indirect measurements\textsuperscript{3} and, coupled with the theoretical results,\textsuperscript{2} indicate that the B fluorescence lifetimes of Ref. 3 are in error. Although we can not definitively assign the predissociation based on our limited data, several points can be made with certainty. First, the magnitude of our values (20-100 ns) indicates that the predissociation is weak. A weak predissociation may be due to second order effects (especially spin-orbit) in the electronic matrix element, or small vibrational overlap factors resulting from non-crossing curves.\textsuperscript{4} Second, the lifetimes for the F\textsubscript{1} levels in both $v' = 0$, and 1 decrease as $J$ increases.
(Fig. 2). This type of behavior is characteristic of rotational and gyroscopic predissociations. Rotational predissociation can be eliminated because we are observing levels well below the dissociation limit of the B state. The predissociation observed here is therefore distinct from the rotational predissociation of higher rotational levels of the B state discussed by Felenbok.

On a more speculative level, further information is gained from consideration of possible perturbing states that could induce a gyroscopic predissociation ($\Delta \Lambda \pm 1$, $\Delta S = 0$). The lower lying asymptote, $\text{O}^1(1\text{D}) + \text{H}^2(2\Sigma)$, gives rise to three doublet states, $^2\Sigma^+$, $^2\Pi$, and $^2\Delta$. The first of these constitutes the well-known $A^2\Sigma^+$ state. Of the remaining states, only the $^2\Pi$ state is capable of predissociating the $B^2\Sigma^+$ state through first order effects.

Calculations show a crossing (barely) between the $B^2\Sigma^+$ and repulsive $^2\Pi$ states on the inner limb; this is the only curve which appears to cross the B state. However, the $^2\Sigma^+-^2\Pi$ gyroscopic interaction should be strong. The weakness of the observed interaction suggests that the curves may not actually cross, or that another predissociation mechanism is occurring. Further experiments investigating predissociation in OD and in higher rotational levels should unambiguously characterize this predissociation.
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